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238 Recorded Bird Species

Mapping the
Birding Secrets
of Sherburne
Experts
FIND US ON:
ExploreSherburne.org

As of this writing in mid-May, refuge facilities—except for outdoor-accessible restrooms—remain closed. However, if current positive COVID trends continue, events—with a new look—will be planned to begin this fall. For event
information and refuge updates:
• Events Calendar page on the refuge website:
fws.gov/refuge/Sherburne/visit/events_calendar.html
• Friends Facebook page: facebook.com/sherburnerefugefans
• Friends e-news, the Prairie Insider. Not a subscriber yet? Sign up by typing your email address
in the space at the bottom of the Friends website
home page: ExploreSherburne.org
• For list of videos from past refuge virtual events,
see the Friends Facebook page: facebook.com/
sherburnerefugefans/videos
Large-Flowered Trillium
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UPCOMING EVENTS

By Bruce Ellingson
“Go when birders go. Go
where birders go. And watch
what birders do,” Steve Chesney
advised me as I began my research to find the birds of Sherburne National Wildlife Refuge.
Steve is a veteran refuge birder
as well as newly elected president of Friends of Sherburne,
so I assumed he had a map of
the bird hotspots in his head, if
not his back pocket, and I was
after his secrets.
“A place can be great for
birds, but if you’re a beginner you
don’t know where in that place to
start,” said Steve, (describing me).
“A great place to start is to look for
people with binoculars in small quiet
groups. Just kind of walk up close
and look confused,” he advised. (No
problem for me.)
“That was my money move for a
long time. The Wildlife Drive is spectacular, unmatched really in the area,
but there are also a lot of friendly
people who will help you along,” he
advised.
IN SEARCH OF BIRDING SECRETS
As an amateur wildlife photographer whose quest is to photograph the
birds of Sherburne, I needed a map to
their secret locations. And so began
my quest to discover the birding
strategies (and the secret maps) of
this trio of expert refuge users: Steve
Chesney, Dean Kleinhans, and Kris
Spaeth.
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PRAIRIE’S EDGE

17076 293rd Avenue NW
Zimmerman, MN 55398

By Myrna Krueger
In a time of national reckoning
after the death of George Floyd and
the alarming encounter experienced
by birder Christian Cooper in NYC’s
Central Park, the Friends knew that we
needed to act to reject racism in all its
forms and intentionally embrace cultural
and economic diversity. We want all to
know they are welcome and to feel safe
to visit the refuge. We want all people
to have the opportunity to experience
the beauty and peace that nature and
wildlife provide.
With that vision in mind, a Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) Committee
was formed to work on a plan. Members
Dickscissel by Kevin Johnson
included Randall Holt-Woehl, Alaina
As a Friend of Sherburne yourself, Larkin, Debbie Russell, Emy Minzel,
you’re likely a bird lover who visits the and myself. Early on, we knew that we
wanted to have people of color and
refuge hoping
other diverse backgrounds represented
to catch sight of
on the board and that we wanted to supsome
port programming that serves diverse
of the 238
communities.
species of birds
We had a lot to learn. So we read
recorded here.
articles,
attended webinars, and made
You may know
phone
calls
to gain input and a better
that more than
understanding.
Many contacts were
120 species
Continued
on
page
3
nest in the
refuge. But
wouldn’t it be
handy to have
On Wildlife Drive
a map of their
exact locations? Well, this spring that
map was my quest.
GET SOME EXPERIENCE
Dean Kleinhans, an engineer by
trade and an inveterate refuge volunteer, seemed a likely prospect to be
Continued from page 4

NEW BOARD MEMBERS
Friends welcomed two
new board members at the
2021 annual meeting in
January. Carol Mertesdorf
and BearPaw Shields are
both passionate about the
Friends mission.

Carol Mertesdorf

BearPaw Shields

We remember with extreme gratitude and sad smiles our friend Carol VanHeel,
Friends’ treasurer for 14 years, who passed away unexpectedly on April 16.

FRIENDS OF SHERBURNE NWR
2021 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Steven Chesney – President
Bill Kolbinger – Vice President
Open Position – Treasurer
Randall Holt-Woehl – Secretary
Mike Brubaker – Director
Marilyn Danielson – Director
Matt Finn – Director
Susan Julson – Director
Myrna Krueger – Director
Carol Mertesdorf – Director
Emy Minzel – Director
BearPaw Shields – Director
Scott Suhsen – Director

LIAISONS TO THE BOARD
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Steve Karel – Refuge Manager
Alaina Larkin – Visitor Services

Donate or Join Friends Online
at ExploreSherburne.org
The Friends of Sherburne National
Wildlife Refuge is a 501(c)(3) charitable
organization (EIN: 41-1763001) that supports refuge projects and educational
programs. All contributions are tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law.
The Prairie’s Edge newsletter is
published twice annually for members
in cooperation with the refuge. Editor is
Sue Hix. Contact Sue or the Friends c/o
Sherburne NWR, 17076 293rd Avenue
NW, Zimmerman, MN 55398, or at
FriendsofSherburne@gmail.com

WISH LIST REALIZED!

Junior Ranger
Activities and
Booklet Available
By Alaina Larkin
Visitor Services Manager
The Junior Refuge Ranger program had been on the refuge’s wish
list for quite some time. Ruth Thom,
a volunteer who joined the refuge
team in spring 2020, provided the
necessary momentum to finally tackle
this project. She expressed interest
in helping create
the content and
design the activities, leading to
collaboration with
refuge volunteer
Mitch Elness.
Last summer
and fall they put
together the
booklet and
Alaina Larkin
worked with Conservation Corpsmember Ashley Biggs to complete the

layout and design the artwork.
When crafting and imagining the
activities, Ruth and Mitch kept the
refuge’s nature education philosophy
in mind. Driven by the Junior Refuge
Ranger’s curiosity, these exploratory
activities prompt participants to hone
their observation skills, take a
closer look, and ask questions.
They’ll practice the skills of
being a naturalist and
engage with the landscape, plants, and
wildlife surrounding
them. Pro tip: Modeling these behaviors yourself will
encourage young
participants and increase their interest!
If I had to pick, my
favorite assignment is the
sound map – a blend of using your
senses, sketching, and mapping. This
journaling prompt encourages participants to find a spot to sit, clear their
mind, and use their ears to pick up
on surrounding songs and sounds.
While this activity can be completed

Ruby-crowned Kinglet Inspired
Passion for Refuge Birding

Round about 1983, Dean Kleinhans—a Wisconsin
native—made a friend who worked in the botany department at the University of Wisconsin. On one early morning
outing along the Wisconsin River bottoms with his new
buddy, Dean became hooked on birding while watching a
ruby-crowned kinglet hop and dance in front of him. “Right
at eye level, never more than 6 feet away from me. Seemed
to be more interested in me than I was in him. That is when
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President Outlines Strategic Plan

By Steve Chesney
When I became Friends’ president in January, I was set to continue
work on current projects as well as bring focus to new initiatives. In March
we began Strategic Planning with a survey sent to dozens of Friends’
stakeholders who shared their opinions about 5-year priorities for the
organization and projects that would support these priorities. The board
continued planning via Zoom, and we look forward to sharing results in
coming months. I can report that we have retained our four original strategic pillars—Education, Advocacy, Volunteerism, and Sustainability—and
have added a fifth, Inclusion. More details to follow, but here’s a high-level
view for starters:
Education will continue to focus on nature education and interpretation
for all ages, including visits from Partner School students. We also plan to
fund and build an amphitheater by the Oak Savanna Learning Center to
support this work
Advocacy will involve mobilizing a base of conservation advocates with
initial efforts concentrated on gaining support for completing the Learning
Center by adding a visitor center and staff offices.
Volunteerism will focus on recruiting and developing succession plans
for core administrative positions—such as Friends’ treasurer and other
board and functional leadership roles.
Sustainability efforts will continue to engage and cultivate our supporters at all levels.
Inclusion work will strive to better understand and involve all members
of our community, including those from BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, and
People of Color) and other diverse communities.
Interested in helping with any of these projects? If so, let us know—and
once we get to know you, don’t be surprised if we contact you to solicit
ideas or some of your time. We need you all. Contact us here:
FriendsofSherburne@gmail.com

Dean Kleinhans, on Wildlife Drive just before mile #3.

anywhere, some prime refuge locations would be on a bench on the Black
Bear Loop of the Oak Savanna Learning Center trails or overlooking Buck
Lake on the Blue Hill Trail.
Once five activities have been
completed—either during one bonanza
of a day at the refuge or spread out
over multiple visits—a participant
has earned the status of Junior
Refuge Ranger and a oneof-a-kind keychain!
With the program debuting in April on Junior
Ranger Day, printed
copies are now stocked
at the kiosk in front of
Refuge Headquarters,
and a digital version is
available to download from
the Just for Kids page on the
refuge website: fws.gov/refuge/
Sherburne/visit/just_for_kids.html
Once the refuge can resume
in-person interactions, printed versions
of the booklet will be handed out by
interpretive roving volunteers on the
Wildlife Drive and by volunteers and
staff at the outdoor contact station.

I first learned how wild animals must feel when we observe them.”
Years later, Dean and his wife Sue Hix bought some
land miles east of the refuge. “Location is everything,”
said Dean, recalling their early years of wandering the
refuge, “and once you get a history for different locations,
that immediately eliminates places you might like to go
but you know aren’t likely to be productive based upon the
season and the weather.”
To first-time birders, Dean advises, “come every week
for the phenology (“nature’s calendar”) of Sherburne.
That’s what we did, Sue and I, when we first got here.
We couldn’t believe the refuge was here. We didn’t know
what it was. We just drove around the Wildlife Drive the
first year and the loons were having babies. Babies on
the back. Babies getting bigger. And then babies going
off. Once a week is a great introduction to understand the
seasonal elements of the habitat.”
Dean is among the many USFWS volunteers who
have served as interpretive rovers on the Wildlife Drive.
They carry refuge information, identify and record birds
on the eBird app, carry binoculars and spotting scopes—
which they’ll share—and are (very slowly) roving the drive
with the primary purpose of communicating their knowledge and sightings to everyone who asks.
“On the Wildlife Drive, slow is better. Take three hours,
not 30 minutes. Talk to rovers, birders, and other people
coming off the 7-mile loop,” says Dean.
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IN SEARCH OF REFUGE BIRDING SECRETS

Continued from page 1
in the know. I called him. “How do I find birds?” I asked.
“Get experience,” Dean told me. “Having some experience with the
refuge makes a big difference in successful birding here because you
know what you’re likely to see based upon weather and the season.”
Dean has helped build refuge trails, coordinated bird counts, laid
out the Welcome Station, checked water quality, groomed cross-country ski trails, and has lived nearby for more than 25 years. As we talked, I guessed that he likely had his map drawn in pencil on the back of
a raggedy-eared refuge bird list.
“Expert birders come here because they know it’s likely a day
when the white-winged crossbills are up in the conifers on Blue Hill
Trail,” he continued. “Those things are very seasonal, very specific. Or
when the black-backed woodpecker might be up there. Experts don’t
have to wait for someone to put up a post on MOU.net. They’re going
based upon the seasons.”
My Google search later informed me that “MOU.net” is the Minnesota Ornithological Union’s website, chocked full of information about
birding, including maps of bird sightings across Minnesota—but no
birding map of our refuge.
SECRETS OF THOSE “IN THE SERVICE”
Kris Spaeth is a USFWS biological science technician who has
been working at the refuge since 2012 and, all that while, studying
its wildlife. During her undergraduate study in biology, a field course
in ornithology got her hooked on being outside doing field work. Her
master’s from Bemidji State concluded with a research project and
thesis on the “Reproductive Success of Trumpeter Swans in West
Central Minnesota.” She’s been “in the Service” since 2009 and says
about herself “my hobby is my work.”
I was certain she would have a map of secret birding hotspots
known only to those “in the Service.” “Where are the birds?” I asked.
Kris told me she watches leaf-out in the spring and expects migrant birds when the oaks are in budding stage. “Not only are the birds
a lot easier to find because they’re not hidden in all that leaf cover, but
they’re very busy and active.” She pointed me to the Bur Oak Trail, an
area with a good variety of birds and mix of habitats. “You can walk
through scrubby oak cover but still hear “prairie” birds. When you’re
walking the trail—if you’re listening—it’s like ‘oh! I hear a dickscissel’
and you can leave the trail and walk out onto the Wildlife Drive itself to
look and listen for birds in the fields to the south.”
“It makes it fun to have these little spots that you know you can
send people to where they’re going to have success,” she added
(without offering a map).

WE FOUND (CREATED) A BIRDING MAP!

Our interviews with Chesney, Kleinhans, and Spaeth
turned up no secret refuge birding map but gave us lots of
great advice very specific to birding in Sherburne National
Wildlife Refuge. Their stories continue on pages 6 and 7.
The Sherburne National Wildlife Refuge Birding Map,
created from their insights among others, is published for
the first time here on pages 4 and 5. The refuge birding
map is also located on the Friends website at this link:

ExploreSherburne.org/birding-map
PAGE 4
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Birding: Study the Bird’s Behavior

Friends President Steve Chesney
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ed with the refuge’s Spring Celebration. That and his chance encounter
with Sue Hix, past Friends board
president, on a refuge trail, led to
his eventual post as board chair.
“I was spending so much time at
Sherburne, and Sue and the people
she was with seemed like such
great people, I decided I should
show up once in a while,” said
Steve. Which led to Steve’s volunteering—seed collecting and leading bird hikes—attending annual
meetings, board membership…and,
today, the presidency.
Steve joined the refuge bird
hikes to learn about birding—but
found that meeting people was an
important side effect. “You run into
many of the same people,” he acknowledged, “and they’re just great
people and it snowballs from there.”
“Snowballing” means downloading the Cornell Lab Merlin bird

Kris Spaeth’s position as biological science
technician with the USFWS permits her to bird the
refuge most weekdays from spring through fall. “I’m
at work all the time,” she notes, “and I like to stay
observant and vigilant with the weather and what I’m
seeing in general.”
Kris warns novice birders to “be prepared to be
surprised at how confusing birds can be when you’re
trying to figure out what it was that you just saw, and
then you open up the book only to see that it could
have been one of five similar birds!” To help with
identification, Kris advises newbies to study birds.
Her rule: Watch the bird that you can see for as long
as you can see it.
“When you have a bird that’s up in view, don’t
just look at the bird for five seconds and then start
looking through your bird book. Really watch the
bird, especially if you’re new to birding. Watch its
behaviors. Take note of all those little details: look at
the leg color, look at the bill color. Is its tail long or
short? The little details will help you move toward a
positive ID if that’s what the end goal is. And set a
goal, like ‘oh, I want to identify 10 species.’ But don’t
overwhelm yourself.”
Kris birds by ear a lot. She’s learned many bird
songs since beginning at the refuge and can ID a
bird without a sighting, but she also speed birds,
combining listening and technology. “Sometimes at
work I just happen to be going by a good spot where
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Steve Chesney was a hunting, fishing, and camping person, but as he aged,
birding took up more of his time AND it was
something he could do with his wife, who
was less enthusiastic about fishing and
hunting but happy to join Steve building out
a birding life list.
Hanging out with birders was Steve’s
entry into the world of warblers AND the
refuge, as he joined the bird hike associat-

Biological science technician Kris Spaeth
I hear a lot of warbler activity or songbird activity. But
I have somewhere to be, so I’ll stop and I’ll roll down
my window quick, stick my phone out, hit record, and
then go back later and listen to the recording and try
to identify the birds.”
Kris doesn’t keep a “life list” but begins a new bird
checklist every year, a strategy which she believes
keeps her fresh and permits her to enjoy the first
sighting of common birds—like a black-capped chickadee—each season. “Take every year as a new beginning,” she says. “At the end of the year I file my old
birding list, and then next year I pull out a new list at
one of the kiosks, and that makes it exciting. It makes
it exciting for my kids, too. They love their checklists.”

INSIDE THE REFUGE

Birding: Discover Birds & People

ID app to your phone in order to
identify birds by their look or their
call. Which leads to downloading
the Cornell Lab eBird app in order
to join others in recording your bird
sightings while helping experts
learn more about bird habits.
You find yourself attending
tours scheduled by Minnesota Valley Audubon Chapter or browsing
the Minnesota Ornithological Union
website (moumn.org/) and you
never miss a bird hike at Sherburne
(exploresherburne.org/events).
Always with your 8 (magnification)
by 42mm (lens diameter) birding
binoculars in hand, which you tested in low-light situations for brightness before buying.
In spite of all that experience,
Steve has no secret refuge bird
hotspots. “Birding is non-consumptive” he points out, “so when you
see a bird on a tree you tell others
and let everybody else enjoy it,
too.”

Managing a
Mosaic of
Native &
Non-Native
Plant
Species

By Steve Karel,
Project Leader
Hello, Friends,
As we open our doors
and windows to let spring
into our homes and possibly check off some
spring-cleaning chores,
the next logical step is to
venture out to Sherburne
National Wildlife Refuge to
enjoy one or more of the
refuge’s trail systems. As
you take to the trails, you
will most likely have questions about what you are
seeing or why we are managing habitat in a particular way. I thought I would
highlight some of our hazel
management activities that
you may see along the trail.
One of the common plants that you
will find along most of our trails is
American hazelnut (Corylus americana). This thicket-forming native
shrub will discourage many from
walking off trail, because hazel often
becomes extremely brushy and hard
to navigate. Since our primary management focus on the refuge is oak
savanna, we try to minimize a monoculture of dense stands of hazel that
typically shade out desirable grasses
and flowers we hope to see in the understory. If you have recently taken a
stroll along the Oak Savanna Learning
Center trails, you have noticed that we
have mechanically removed a large
portion of the hazel in many areas. If
you are a fan of hazelnut flavored coffee and wish to occasionally exercise
your allowed ability to collect nuts on
the refuge (within 100 feet of the trail),
no need to worry, we still have plenty
of hazel and hazelnuts to go around.
Our management isn’t intended to
eradicate the species; it is only to set

it back enough to allow other native
plants to prosper. The timely mowing of this plant will cause it to use
reserves in its roots to push out new
growth. By following up with another mowing, or possibly using goat
browsing as we have done the past
two years on the Mahnomen Trail,
we can deplete those reserves and
set the hazel community back to a
tolerable level. In return, sunlight can
make its way through the openings in
the towering
oak savanna canopy
allowing
grasses and
flowers to
emerge.
Our management toolbox
includes
prescribed
fire, grazing
and browsing animals,
chemical
applications, Steve Karel,
Project Leader
cutting and
mowing, and
water level fluctuation to provide for
or manage a wide variety of native
and non-native plant species in a
respectful way. The overall goal is
to manage for a diverse community
of plants—a mosaic, if you will—that
will allow the animal species that use
the refuge (even the hazelnut coffee
drinkers) to find their niche.
Stay Wild, My Friends!

Supporting
Equity, Diversity,
and Inclusion
Continued from page 1
made, interviews were conducted,
and a list of recommendations prepared for the board to consider. By
the beginning of the year, we were
moving forward with several actions.
In January, we were pleased
to welcome BearPaw Shields as a
newly elected member of the board
of the Friends of Sherburne. Shields
is a Zimmerman resident of Dakota
and Nakota descent and is a frequent

visitor and ardent supporter of the refuge. A communication studies major at
St Cloud State University, she is passionate about improving the visibility of
Native Americans in Minnesota and in
sharing contemporary Native American
culture. Shields is also enthusiastic
about getting kids and families outdoors and to the refuge.
With our focus on St Cloud, we’ve
met with potential partner organizations that serve communities in need
with populations of People of Color.
We’ve found that we are aligned on
goals to get kids outdoors and into nature. We’re working to understand how
we can help now and what capacities
we need to build for the future.
We’ve begun a partnership with the
Urban Bird Collective (UBC), an
organization that will be hosting socially distanced bird walks at the refuge
this season. UBC works to create safe
and welcoming spaces for communities of Black, Indigenous, People of
Color (BIPOC), and LGBTQ to come
out and explore birding and the outdoors. UBC supports birdwatchers at
every skill level. Outreach is happening
in the Twin Cities and St Cloud.
We’re very pleased to announce
the Friends of Sherburne NWR Diversity Scholarship at St Cloud State
University. The scholarship has already
been awarded to a student of diverse
background with a major in biology,
ecology, or environmental sciences for
the 2021-22 school year. More to come
in a future issue!
One of the Friends’ favorite things
to do is to provide funding for bus
transportation to bring students to the
refuge. As we wind down a year of
COVID when many group outings were
cancelled, we look forward to in-person
student visits in the future. With our
new outreach efforts, we hope to welcome more diversity within the visiting
groups.
There’s much to do. We’re still
learning. As Friends, we are advocates
for the refuge – it’s what we do best.
Let’s use our advocacy to reach out to
many who may not have heard from us
in the past. Let’s welcome all to the refuge and provide safe spaces for all to
enjoy the beauty and wonder of nature.
If you would like to help, please
contact Myrna Krueger at friendsofsherburne@gmail.com.
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